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ABOUT US
Establishing a relationship between man and technology is
key to our future. Technological innovations already
today signiﬁcantly aﬀect our everyday life in business, at
work, but also in daily life. How will it look further? What
opportunities are oﬀered for development, co-operation
and application of innovation? Techsummit Events will
help us to ﬁnd out where we are and where we head to
and how to grasp the technology as a fast-paced world so
that it serves us and not us to it, from business, legislators,
but also ordinary users.
Innovation as a tool for development and critical element
to reach our long-term goal - through our conferences,
develop, promote and create opportunities to encourage
innovation across the spectrum of both business and society.
Find out more about all the topics that we professionally process and open within our network of unique author
conferences under the Techsummit Events at
www.techsummitevents.sk

Changes in standardized approaches, knowledge sharing, the creation of new business
models, are today priorities in building new
services for clients. Our ambition is for the
outputs of our event to contribute to the creation of a more favorable economic and
legislative environment for all the topics we
have been dedicated for a long time. At the
same time, we are strengthening our position as an attractive CEE environment for
innovation.

Our conferences are the places for meetings
for all concerned parties:
Innovators - leaders, visionaries, and projects
promoters, creatives.
The companies - those bring innovations into
our everyday reality.
State and the legislators - those who are settling
the trade rules.
Municipalities - such state local authorities’
representatives.
Enthusiasts - those who are responsible for
spreading of the innovation among people.

ORGANIZER
The company Future Proof has been estabilished in 2013 with mission of organising and
creating its own open platforms (events, conferences and hubs) that are specialized in technology and innovations. Among other things, the
company estabilished ﬁrst Smart City HUB in
CEE, where are organized and specialized workshops and events to topics „City Intelligence“.
Our most successful events are Techsummit
conferences, whose we are the founder and
organizer. Third year of the conference was
organized in June 2018 and was attended by
more than 100 speakers and 400 participants
from 23 countries of the world (www.techsummit.sk).

OUR MOTTO
“Don’t miss the
future!”
Davy Čajko,

CEO, Future Proof

MAY 2019 |
B2B EVENT | 29. - 30. 5.

JUNE 2019 |
B2B EVENT

share
techsummit.sk
bratislava

JULY - AUGUST 2019 |
B2B & B2C EVENT

SEPTEMBER 2019 |
B2B EVENT | 25. 9.

SEPTEMBER 2019 |
B2C EVENT | 28. 9.

OKTOBER 2019 |
B2B EVENT | 8. 10.

urbanfest
.sk
bratislava

NOVEMBER 2019 |
B2B & B2C EVENT | 6. 11.
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FIN.TECHSUMMIT 2019
The third annual Fin.Techsummit creates an opportunity for open discussions about the future of
financial services that are heavily impacted by new technologies and digitalisation.
The event will welcome renowned guests from Slovakia, Central Europe as well as other European
Union member states, who will discuss recent challenges related to implementation of artificial
intelligence in banking sector and financial market, trends in the financial sector, cryptocurrencies
and about new technologies in the insurance and investment.
Moreover, representatives of start-up companies will have greater space for presentations of their
unique business plans and new opportunities to gather support for their projects.
Who will attend the conference?
The conference will gather representatives from public sector, business, start-ups, innovators and
visionaries as well as everyone who is interested to actively participate in creating new solutions
and attractive and functional financial ecosystem.
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AGENDA

Accelerating digital transformation – what else is
‘tech’ in financial services?’
WHAT IS THE JOURNEY TO BECOME A FULLY DIGITAL
BANK – BUMPY ROAD, OR SMOOTH SAILING?
- Digital first, but not digital only – is this the concept for the future?
- How can be economy of scopes and scales achieved in ‘digital’ world?
- How to build ever-improving/personalized experience for finance customers – does your bank know you really
well?
- How is it possible to build a consumer trust in the era of open banking?
- Do clients ‘think green’, when deciding on financial products? Can ‘green strategy’ become a part of new customer
experience in digital world? If yes, how?
- Will ‘green’ policies & strategies influence your ‘daily job’, business models and product development?

RISK MANAGEMENT IN DIGITAL AGE
- What are the new types of risks,that organizations face nowadays?
- How to utilize technology to prevent negative event/risk from organization?
- Are organizations ready to gain the most of new data sets, coming from smart technologies?
- Bik risk events in banks take time to compute - what is the advantage of cloud-based solutions in this regard?
- Can human interactions with products support us in identification of suspicious behaviour?
- How can customer’s behaviour help us to understand misselling?

AGENDA

Accelerating digital transformation – what else is ‘tech’ in
ﬁnancial services?’
INVESTECH – MONEY MAKE MONEY
- What are the similarities and differences between traditional ways of investing and new technologies?
- do people prefer to speak to a real advisor, or are they willing to trust an ‘app’, when investing their money?
- How can compliance requirements be fulfilled - are we sharing the right information and are we transparent enough?
- Are there any obstacles?
- Do banks perceive new market players as competitors, or co-operators?

AGENDA

Insurance of the future – is tech to revolutionize
‘the world of insurance?’
SMART INSURANCE – IS A ‘BIG BROTHER’ WATCHING US?
- What does smart insurance mean? What are the pros and cons for both – a customer and an insurer?
- How will customer’s experience look like with smart insurance in the future?
- Could we be insured anytime, anywhere and on any device? Will ‘big brother’ represented by smart technologies monitor us 24/7?
- How can customers decide, which data they want to share with their insurer?
- Are (for example) our private health data still being kept private?

NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES IN INSURANCE – HOW CAN
THE POWER OF DATA AND AI CONTRIBUTE?
- What role will data play in the future of insurance? Does more data mean better insurance products?
- Will AI be in the core of everything, that an insurer does?
- How will AI and data be reflected in business models and partnership models of insurance companies?
- What is the relationship between technologies (represented by insurtechs) and product development?
- Will further development of IT/smart technologies bring changes into future of insurance products?
Will these changes be ‘cosmetic’, or rather ‘dramatic’?
- Do financial services play their role in tackling of climate change?
- Do clients ‘think green’, when deciding on financial products?
- What are the impacts of ‘green’ policies & strategies on your ‘daily job’ and which impacts do companies
expect on their future business plans, models and development?

AGENDA

Insurance of the future – is tech to revolutionize
‘the world of insurance?’
HOW WILL THE UNDERWRITER OF THE FUTURE CHANGE?
- People are ‘tracking’ their behaviour via apps and smart appliances more and more – how will these (including medical) data affect
the underwriter’s art in the future?
- What is the difference between ‘new’ and‘ ‘old/’ currently used data in the world of insurance?
- can ‘simplified’ language and conditions of insurance be supportive for further expansion of smart insurance products?
- Will underwriter of the future need new skills? If yes, what they will be?

SIDE EVENT

HACKATHON
New fintech companies will have a chance to compete for
interesting prizes. More information will follow soon.
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ORGANIZER

OUR TEAM
Davy ČAJKO

Tomáš LENDACKÝ

ceo & founder

sales manager & event concierge

+421 903 429 190
ceo@techsummit.sk

+421 948 030 973
sales3@techsummit.sk

Richard SCHEMODA

Viera ŠTEFINOVÁ

graphic designer & marketing
manager
+421 950 252 293
marketing@techsummit.sk

Silvia VIRŠÍKOVÁ
economy manager

ekonom@futureproof.sk

coordinator

koordinator@techsummit.sk
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